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01Threat definition: 
About Web Skimming 

(The "WHAT" ) 



Definition:  Web Skimming in General Concept 

In general concept, the definition WEB skimming is as per stated in Wikipedia:

WEB skimming related threat attack vectors: 
 
- Phishing 
- Drive by web traffic (can be legitimate or malicious traffic) 
- Targeting online payment related sites 
- Related cyber threat terms of: Form hijacks, Web scrappers, Web vulnerability scanners, Phishing botnets, 
Code injections, Code tampering



Definition: Why this case is a "Web Skimming" case 

Credit card information 

Date of expiry

Security code 

Card number

Full name

User enters their credit card information to 
complete the purchase process 

Send user's credit card 
information to attacker 

Injected malicious JavaScript 

This case of Web Skimming will describe a specific crime method to steal user's auth, credit card or PII data entered 
by the site's users by utilizing an embedded malicious code on a compromised vulnerable EC (E-Commerce 
online/cloud) web sites, to access exfiltration codes served in attacker's environments.  
The definition of Web Skimming (Magecart attack) comes from the physical threat "Skimming", an unauthorized 
reading of magnetic information saved in credit cards to steal its data.  
The embedded malicious code used to steal the user's data is also known as Formjacking 

User 

Attacker 

EC Site 
PII 



Definition: Deliverance of Malicodes & Data Exfiltration  

EC Site A  

EC Site B  

EC Site C  

EC Site D  

Credit card information 

Date of expiry

Security code 

Card number

Full name

Case A 

Case B 

The Web Skimming method spotted in our case is by the usage of client side's code execution through the browser 
leveraging the "source-hijacking method" of malicious JavaScript code.  
There are two types of cases on how an adversary delivers the malicious contents to a compromised sites. In the first 
Case A, the malicious code was delivered from a malicious server prepared by adversaries. In case B, it was delivered 
from a compromised legitimate site. 

Attacker 

Compromised site  

Malicious site  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Motivation 

(The "WHY") 



Motivation: E-Commerce Sites and Their Vulnerabilities 

There are adversaries who specialized in aiming EC-Sites and seek their targets using the Web scrapping tools.  
 
What has motivated them in specializing to aim E-Commerce online are: 
 
• The E-commerce sites are growing in quantity, needs and demands, especially during pandemic era.
• All of E-commerce packages has history of vulnerabilities but not all EC-sites users recognize them, and their 

action for new security patch on as severe vulnerability maybe slow.
• E-commerce servers are mostly 365/24/7 online (while the site's administrators are not)  
• The sites contains and visited by users to have valuable data to gain financial merit of the adversaries, i.e.,  

personally identifiable information (PII), online payment credentials (credit/debit/point cards) 
• Not every E-Commerce administrator understand the third-party libraries used by their E-commerce package.
• User's trust the security based on "brand" on the EC-Sites they usually used (saved passwords, site's login cookie 

or other auto-login functionality)



Motivation: E-Commerce Sites, Payment Data & Methods 

Most of EC sites are providing multiple payment methods that makes the user's data posted are different. In the 
following table it is explained major payment methods in most EC sites and their user's data vs the risk factors 
 
  EC Payment methods User's posted data Risk

Credit/Debit Cards (CC or DC) User login & Card information Account leaks & card info stealing

Bank transfer User login & bank info Account & bank account leaks

Deposit / Point User login & balance Account leaks & unauthorized purchase

Cash on Delivery (CoD) User login & residential PII Account leaks & abuse of PII

App Payments User login, mobile info, App token Account leaks, abuse of mobile info & App 
token

Electronic checks, gift cards, E-vouchers User login & balance Account leaks & unauthorized purchase

Cryptocurrency User login & coin data Account leaks & abuse of transaction

E-Wallet User login & E-wallet access token Account leaks & unauthorized purchase

Buy now Pay later User login & PII Account leaks & abuse of PII

Payment gateways or Convenient stores User login & PII Account leaks & abuse of PII



Motivation: E-Commerce Sites and Their Vulnerabilities 

The fact: All EC (E-Commerce) platforms (free or commercials) has vulnerabilities 

Source: CVE Details  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The fact: All EC (E-Commerce) platforms (free or commercials) has vulnerabilities 

Motivation: E-Commerce Sites and Their Vulnerabilities 



Motivation: (1) To Directly Stealing Credit Card Information 

Attackers steal users' credit card information without the knowledge of users and EC site operators.
This malicious JavaScript is an attempt by the attacker to prepare a malicious server and send the stolen information in Case A.

Upload destination 



Motivation:  (2) ..or send them to another compromised  
EC Site(s) or other malicious sites

Here it is for case B.
The yellow part is the upload destination of the stolen information, but we have confirmed that the information was uploaded to a 
legitimate site.

Tampered legitimate EC site 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Damage Assessment (OSINT) 

(How far?)  



OSINT: Targeted EC Sites on Incoming Traffics. 
Victim organization information obtained from attacker's Domain information  



OSINT: PoC of Damage by Tampered EC Sites & File Names  

引用元 
https://www.security-next.com/132210  

Unauthorized access to a fashion shopping site
Possibility of exposure of credit card and login information 

～ Excerpt ～ 
 

From February 24, 2020 to April 20, 2021, there is a 
possibility that the credit card information entered by 

8,306 customers on the site was leaked and used 
illegally.

 
The target credit card information is 9656. Includes 

credit card name, number, expiration date, and security 
code. 



OSINT: List of Sites that have been Compromised & Tampered

As a result of investigating fraudulent sites with URLScan, we extracted several damaged EC sites as per below 
examples:

This leads us to the targeted local EC sites such as: 
 
    - ti*a.jp 
    - urbanc*erry.jp 
    - vector-****.jp 
    - an*ara*.jp 
 
 



Damage assessment: How to Identify Compromised EC sites 

Use the following method to identify a defaced EC site
• Obtain JavaScript placed on the attacker's server
• Specific strings used by attackers
• Analysis of proxy logs and sites included in Referer 
• VTI hunting for more indicators 
• OSINT survey using URLScan 



• The JavaScript contained strings related to the target EC site.
• The route through which the stolen credit card information was sent was identified for each targeted organization.
• The targeted e-commerce site categories were mainly fashion, but there were also gifts and food, and no specific 

category was targeted.

Damage assessment: Targeted EC Sites and their Tampered Files 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Threat Investigation 

(The "How") 



Investigation: About all of these "jQuery" 

What is jQuery?
jQuery is a JavaScript library. Simple with jQuery
Now that you can write JavaScript, what used to take dozens of lines of code can now be done in just a few 
lines.

What is Google Hosted Libraries?
Google Hosted Libraries hosts library files for quick and easy use of various libraries (jQuery, jQuery UI, 
MooTools, Prototype, etc.).

JQuery
　<script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.0/jquery.min.js"></script>

The attacker loaded malicious JavaScript disguised as Googleapi and jquery. 



Investigation: Tampered Characteristic - EC-Cube errors  

Investigation of defaced sites
　When I tried to investigate the embedded jquery script, on some sites
　The EC-cube error page appeared.

▼▼▼ デバッグ情報（一部抜粋）ここから ▼▼▼
Fatal error(E_COMPILE_ERROR): require_once() [<a href=‘function.require’>function.require</a>]: Failed opening required 
‘/home/www_■■■■■_co_jp/ec-cube/ecweb/html_ec/../data_ec/class/pages/shopping/LC_Page_Shopping.php' (include_path='/home/ 
■■■■■_co_jp/ec-cube/ecweb/data_ec/module:.:/usr/share/pear:/usr/share/php') on [/home/www_ 
■■■■■_co_jp/ec-cube/ecweb/data_ec/class_extends/page_extends/shopping/LC_Page_Shopping_Ex.php(24)]
▲▲▲ デバッグ情報ここまで ▲▲▲



Investigation: Malcodes in Compromised E-Commerce sites 

An attacker compromised an e-commerce site in order to execute malicious JavaScript in the user's 
browser. 

You can see that JavaScript is loaded from a site that imitates Google.
However, “Googlevapis” was a site that had nothing to do with Google. 



Investigation: What is coded in "jquery.2.0.7.min.js" ? 

As a result of decoding JavaScript running from an attacker's fraudulent site, we have confirmed that information such as credit card 
numbers, security code, expiration date, etc. is sent to unauthorized sites.
Again, you can see that the stolen information was uploaded to Googlevapis.

Upload destination 



Investigation: Whois ”diff” on Google and Malicious Sites 

There were two malicious sites that had been used since late October 2021. 

Malicious servers 



Investigation: Analysis on Malicious Infrastructure (domain/hosts)   

TBD
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Threat Analysis: 

About Malicious JavaScript 



Threat Analysis: Original Obfuscated JavaScript 

Attackers use a tool called "/packer/" to obfuscate malicious JavaScript 



Threat Analysis: 1st Step Decoded JavaScript 

Obfuscated JavaScript needs to be decoded twice before it can be decoded.
Here is the malicious code decrypted in the first step. 



Threat Analysis: 2nd Step Decoded JavaScript (Case A) 

Here is some of the malicious code that was decrypted in the second step.
You can see that the credit card information is sent to Googlevapis, which imitates Google.
The URL of the information upload destination was changed for each e-commerce site or payment service that was 
tampered with. 

jquery.2.0.9.min.js



Threat Analysis: 2nd Step Decoded JavaScript (Case B)  TLP:RED

Compromised Site 

Each target contains a parameter name and a string that identifies the victim organization, and 
targeted e-commerce sites are carefully researched rather than targeted to the general public.  



Threat Analysis: Functional Overview of Fake jQuery 

How the fake jQuery works? 
 
• Stealing card information using malicious JavaScript that sends them into 

the adversary's infrastructure (either C2 or another compromised 
server).  

• Stealing member information that's temporarily stored in auto-login 
cookies by monitoring the login screen or member registration screen. 

• Sending cardholder information with malicious cookies coded to malicious 
codes to the adversary's infrastructure (either C2 or another 
compromsied server).



Threat Analysis: List of Fake jQuery Malicious Functions 

Function Functional overview
dujcaa() Send information entered to the specified URL

ex)https://ajax.googlevapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/2.2.4/js/09/jquery/
Send the information below separated by "..“
・”{Unique character string}”
・bDatas Cookie content（HEX-> converted to a string）
・card_name
・card_no
・card_limit_m – card_limit_y
・security_code
Send only if all of the following conditions are met
・”card_name” is entered
・”card_no” is entered
・”security_code” is entered

getCookie(a) Take out the contents of the cookie name specified in "a"
hexToString(a) Return the HEX string specified in “a" to the character string

Used to extract the value set in the cookie



Function Functional overview
addOnLoadFunc(a) call the argument “a”
delCookie(a,b) Set the “b” value in the cookie name specified in “a” and set the current time to -1.

Not called from anywhere
dojcmain() main processing. Separate processing based on the URL being accessed

※switching by target
・When "?act=xxx" is included (assumed to be at the time of payment)
　　- Assign dujcaa as an event triggered when the "xxx" button is clicked
・If "/login/" is included (login screen)
　　- Assign jlBdata as an event triggered when the "btn" class is clicked
・When "/user_regist" is included (member registration screen)
　　- Assign jlBdataReg as an event that fires when the "fb" class is clicked
・If "/order/delivery" is included
　　- do nothing

Threat Analysis: List of Fake jQuery Malicious Functions 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Threat Activity Monitoring 



Monitoring: The Investigation Timeline  

2020 2021 2022

4/28 
Trend Micro reports similar attack

7/6  
JPCERT/CC reported similar attacks

11/7
jqueryapistatic.com

2019

7/28 
googlevapis.com

Update rogue script

Heads up

Acquisition of fraudulent 
domain names

Reference
https://blogs.jpcert.or.jp/en/2021/07/water_pamola.html



Monitoring: Understanding Last modification of Malcodes 

We have confirmed that 5 files have been updated since November 2021. We have also confirmed that files last 
updated before November have the same hash value as files on googlevapis.
Therefore, we think that googlevapis and jqueryapistatic are allegedly used by the same actor. 

The detail of modification is in the next page



Monitoring: About the Files “Before” and “After” updated 

If you compare the files before and after the update, you can see that the communication destination of the POST 
destination has changed. However, the Path has not changed.
You can see that the updated file has better obfuscation of the JavaScript code. 

Before 

After 

jquery.2.0.9.min.js

jquery.2.0.9.min.js
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Threat report 



Report: Cyber Threat Intelligence Report to Japan Cybercrime Control Center 



We have provided all necessary threat intelligence information to the law 
enforcement to support their further actions: 

• Identifying malicious script as code that steals credit card information 

• Identifying attacker's server and share it with monitoring team 

• Identifying defaced sites and send  alert to monitoring team 

•Providing information to JC3 and investigating an EC site that has been 
tampered with the law enforcement 

•Sharing information to financial institution such as directory information 
for stolen credit card information 

Report: Cooperation with Japan Cybercrime Control Center 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Threat research 



Research: Further Investigation & Corelation to Other threats 

cloudflare.com 

name.com 

domaincontrol.com 

91.195.240.94   jqueryapistatic.com

googlevapis.com

adobe-air.com

basic-authentication.live

77i.co

xf6.site

cloudlstorage.com

js4.io

googleoapis.com

auth1html.site

198.13.51.18  

167.179.64.139  

104.149.136.254  

103.255.61.23  

163.197.41.167  

192.198.86.56  

103.100.158.158  

DNS 

DNS 

DNS 



cloudflare.com 

name.com 

domaincontrol.com 

91.195.240.94   jqueryapistatic.com

googlevapis.com

adobe-air.com

basic-authentication.live

77i.co

xf6.site

cloudlstorage.com

js4.io

googleoapis.com

auth1html.site

198.13.51.18  

167.179.64.139  

104.149.136.254  

103.255.61.23  

163.197.41.167  

192.198.86.56  

103.100.158.158  

DNS 

DNS 

DNS Water Pomola??

Research: Corelation/Relationship 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Threat Summary so far.. 



Summary: Web Skimming in A Page 

Code inserted into a compromised EC site

Obfuscated malicious script used in attack

googlevapis.com 
jqueryapistatic.com 

We have also collected evidence of cybercrime from cases of attackers during posting credit card information 
to utilized legitimate e-commerce sites that have been compromised 

Since there is no change in 
appearance, many users 

cannot notice the tampering 
and continue to use the EC 

site as it is. 

We have confirmed this scheme of web skimming is aiming several weak and vulnerable 
EC sites in Japan and stealing their PII and online payment data from users, this 
cybercrime is on-going and allegedly conducted by a same group.



Summary: The Counter-measures Conducted 

We have applied following countermeasure actions: 
 
1. Coordination to the abused infrastructures 
    - Name.com (on-going) 
    - Cloudflare (successfully block the malicious javascript) 
2. Coordination via CERT/CSIRT channels 
    - From LACERT with the national CERT (JPCERT/CC)
    - Readiness to handle reachable victims
3. Coordination with Law Enforcements
    - Coordination with law enforcement via Japan Cybercrime Control Center 
    - Coordination with the financial institution affected
    - Advisory for the victims to file crime report
4. Threat research sharing within trusted communities 
    - Coordination with entity that is on similar research  
      (in this case: JPCERT, TrendMicro Japan) 
   - Threat information sharing in the FIRST dot org (this presentation)



Part Two
Cyber Threat Intelligence implementation 



CTI Methodology Used in Handling 

We have worked to handle the current case by using methods and discipline described 
based on FIRST CTI Curriculum

The marked parts are the methods we 
have implemented, to be elaborated in 
next slides



CTI Methodology Used in Handling 

FIRST CTI SIG’s CTI Curriculum located in here:



CTI Implementation: The CTI Threat Analysis Method used  

The implementation cyber threat intelligence handling on this case: 
 
F3EAD cycle (Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit, Analyze and Disseminate) is intelligence cycle 
that has been chosen to handle this case, based on FIRST CTI SIG’S CTI Curriculum, in 
“Method & Methodology” chapter. 

Implementation components: 
 
Find => Damage Assessment, 
Fix => Investigation, Monitoring, Code diff 
Exploit => Gathering evidence 
Analyze => Code analysis and Threat 
Research 
Disseminate => Reports, Awareness  
 
 



CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 

First, let’s build a specific Threat Model for this case’s E-Commerce Sites (EC Sites 
with a generic and easy Threat Model generation steps as per explained in the FIRST 
CTI Curriculum, to do as follows: 
 
- Define and assess main CTI threat model components of - 
    a current EC sites & enumerate them 
- List vulnerabilities, exploits and other attack vectors  
- Construct enumeration of Threat, Risk and Risk bar calculation 
- Recommend actions 
- Go to first step (to assess & sharpen the model periodically) 
 
We don’t know how to improve our IR or CTI operation model without understanding the 
business model of a specific threats aiming the E-commerce business we are doing. 
 
As example, we use STRIDE model for this reported case’s Threat Model 



The CTI main definitions for EC sites threat are: 
 
(1) Assets: 
The “Assets” for EC sites is the EC system which is located as service in online server(s) 
and the data interaction through it. EC system itself contains tangible (physical, i.e.: 
equipments, etc) and intangible assets (software, trademark, license, user’s data). Those 
are EC Sites main assets that is physically need to be protected (ISO/IEC PDTR 13335-1). 
 
The intangible assets describe above is having components contain of user’s login PII, 
payment credentials and several online authentication data, the details of these 
components are varied depends on how each  EC system works, mostly managed by CRM  
 
The commonly used EC site’s CRM package is mostly have same components that is 
specifically saved in same places which is a liability. 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



 
To understand those assets we have to know what kind of data are actually exchanged in a 
E-commerce system. The simplest case is shown in this graph: 
 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



The CTI main definitions for EC sites threat are: 
 
(1) Assets: 
The main “Assets” for EC sites is the EC system which is located as service in online 
server(s). Those are where system functionality data that is physically need to be 
protected. 
 
(2) Attack surface and attack vectors: 
The depiction of assets (the systems) attack’s surface are as follows: 
- The known vulnerability for EC package 
- The zero day of EC package 
- Vulnerability of the administration panels of hosting service 
- Weak, insecure and leaked login credentials  
- Undetected assets stealing action from server side  

(via malicious script targeted user’s browsers) 
- Trusted server reputation is used to hide “extra” traffic for stolen data 

SERVER SIDE  

CLIENT SIDE  

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



(3) Threat agent / adversaries: 
The threat agent(s) that actually carries the “Attack surface” (2) to the “Assets” (1), 
which are: 
  - PII & Online Payment Credential stealer actors themself, or 
  - Actors who pwned the EC-sites to illegally sell them to the stealer actors 
 
(4) Control: 
All security measurement and actions that need to be placed to protect the assets 
(point 1) against its attack surface/vectors (point 2) by possible agents (point 3) 
 
    Illustration: 
 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



(5) Damage: 
 
The possible damages or demerits of a successful attacks on the assets are as listed 
below, enumerated by percentage of costs on overall damage: 
 
- Company loses money (stolen or by claim) ⇒ +/- 30%～40% 
- Business operation disruption damage ⇒ +/- 10% 
- Business reputational damage (losses of trust) ⇒ +/- 10% 
- Investigation and fixing damage  ⇒ +/- 15% 
- Others: ⇒ +/- 30% 

- Security reputational damage (blacklisted possibility) by being maliciously utilized 
as adversaries further attack’s cushion  
infrastructure ⇒ +/- (depends on cases) 

- User information leaks ⇒ +/- (depends on cases) 
 

(6) Enumerations for your liabilities, risk and risk bars (next page) 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



List vulnerabilities/exploits, exploitation skill levels & their attack vectors  

(2) Using CVSS metrics to 
define each vulnerability’s 
exploitation skill, i.e.: 

(1) Definition vulnerabilities/exploitation that can affect 
your EC Sites by its CVE details, i.e.: 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



Defining formulation to enumerate Threat (Reward factor), Likelihood, and Risk Bar (for 
evaluation and assessment). 
Each defined threat in EC Sites can be enumerated using a formula, i.e.: 
 
 
 
 
Where the likelihood of a threat/exploit hits you can be defined by using 
Reward/Effort/Audience/Skill (REAS) => in level between 1 - 10 of a threat, divided by 
your factor that can contradict REAS (varied in each business),i.e.: 
 
 
 
 
In some cases, the “Threat” in above formula can be used as “Reward” factor. Effort and 
skill is based on CVSS, while Audience = affected users 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



After knowing the Likelihood factor we can examine the Risk Bar of a specific or overall 
threat by adding Damage Reference factor, as the cost of money taken in the past incident 
or referential ones (depends on your policy). 
Noted: The Damage Reference was actual cost that had occurred and will not include the 
risk impact. 
 
 
 
In one example of CVE-2008-4991 (Remote/no-auth/easy SQL Execution)  
 
 
 
 
Reward = 7.5 + 10 + 10 / 3 = 9.16; Likelihood = (9.16 x 5 x 7 x 2) / 100 
Past RCE damage = 10,000 USD, then maximum Risk of this CVE is 6 times 
We must improve our EC Site to mimimize the risk bar in every period. 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



The important part of any Threat Model is the ACTIONS part.  
The actions are generally defined by (1) Hardening the system/security management, (2) 
IR program improvement, (3) CTI program improvement 
 
Factors to consider for taking ACTIONS are: 
- To set acceptable Risk Bar value (depends on the budget) and to perform actions 

based on it 
- To prioritize the vulnerability handling, to adjust the budget to achieve the acceptable 

Risk Bar  
- To practise and improve the appropriate CTI models to support IR & maintenance to 

be prepared for “left to boom” events. 
- To exercise the policy regularly 
- To periodically review every policies supporting to Hardening, IR and CTI 

 
Again, remember: We must improve our EC Site to minimize the risk bar in every period. 

CTI Implementation: CTI Threat Model of E-commerce sites 



CTI Implementation: Source Information Reliability 

In the FIRST CTI Curriculum it is clearly stated the “Ratings” for the CTI source & 
information reliability, as per stated below matrix:  
 

To avoid assumptive report level, in this case handling we are using “Reliable & Usually” 
reliable sources as source of information (i.e. OSINT) and “Confirmed” reliability only (i.e. 
for Evidence Collective). 



CTI Implementation: The Data Processing Method 

We are using the TIQ-test version 2 for the data processing method in the Threat 
Research part, by applying coverage test that allows us to measure how much independent 
data is provided by each data-source we ingest. This information can be used to compare 
different feeds of data, and to evaluate whether they have a relationship.  

FIRST CTI Curriculum 
implementation points are: 

1. Evaluates whether a feed has a 
relationship (correlation) to the 
environment that is being 
monitored

2. Assesses how much detection we 
got out of the prepared data, 

3. Measure the impact that a certain 
feed has by calculating the 
number of true positives on its 
accuracy The TIQ-Test is explained in FIRST CTI SIG’s 

CTI Curriculum in Chapter Methods & Methodology  



CTI Implementation: The Threat Indicators (IOC) 

The indicators for this threat is having below listed IOC that has been confirmed active 
until our monitoring ends in March 2022. 
There has been reports that the adversaries are still active in exploiting E-Commerce 
sites afterwards, these IOC can be helpful to trace them:  
 



Questions and answers link 

We have provided a temporary slack channel for the Q/A purpose. 
 
Please access the link below to join the Q/A Slack channel.  
Noted that the channel will be closed 10days after the conference. 
 

Q/A SLACK INVITE URL (Click here)  

https://join.slack.com/t/qafirstcti22t-x3q4886/shared_invite/zt-1hc9njhpg-ZMiV1Cskwc~q_bdON8sJlQ
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